
Transportation 



TRAFFIC  

With LED’s installed in over 30% of America’s intersections, 

chances are you’re already going green with Leotek. 

Utilizing advanced technology ensures superior performance and 

reliability for Leotek traffic and pedestrian signal modules.  LED’s 

have a much longer life span than traditional incandescent 

lighting, and can provide a savings reduction of over 50% by re-

ducing power consumption and maintenance costs.  Leotek LED’s 

are engineered for superior thermal management, and excellent 

dust and moisture resistance capabilities, while providing high 

brightness and uniform illumination. 

Leotek fully supports the U.S. government’s efforts to strengthen 

the American economy by initiating the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA), and the company intends to invest in 

the infrastructure required for specific product lines to comply  

with “Made in America” requirements. 



TRANSIT  

RAILROAD  

Offering a variety of  LED solutions for transit applications  

Meets AREMA and Transport  

     Canada standards for Safety  

          Assurance 
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Leotek Electronics USA Corp., located in Silicon Valley, California since 

1997, is   globally recognized as a pioneer in light-emitting diode (LED) 

technology.  With  millions of LED products installed throughout the 

United States, as well as on a global scale, Leotek offers a history of prov-

en performance.  We manufacture innovative LED lighting products for 

applications encompassing traffic and transit, street and area,  

commercial, and petroleum, convenience, grocery and retail stores. 

Leotek is committed to developing emerging solid-state technology that offers greater longevity and environmental 

viability than traditional lighting sources, while reducing energy consumption and maintenance costs.  Leotek, “The 

Leader in Electro-Optics Technology,” continues to lead the next generation with LED Green Technology.              

About Leotek 

In addition to being on the Approved Products List for many Departments of Transportation, Leotek 

Transportation products meet many recognizable standards of compliance.  Leotek now holds ISO 9001 

certification for the company’s American manufacturing facility, located in Milpitas, California.  Obtaining 

this certification demonstrates Leotek’s continued commitment to providing LED products of the highest 

quality, and clearly qualifies the company as a United States manufacturer of LED traffic signal modules.  

 Global pioneer in solid-state Light-Emitting Diode technology since 1992. 

 ISO 9001 certified company. 

 Industry leading five-year limited warranty . 

 Over 3 million LED products shipped in the last decade. 

 Key supplier for roadway signalization and street lighting markets. 

 Leotek traffic signals are installed in over 30% of America’s intersections. 

 Acquired in 2007 by Lite-On Technology Corp., a  $4 billion electronics supplier. 

 Lite-On  has been a pioneer  of the LED/IT industries since 1975 and holds a  significant  global 

market share of many technology sectors. 


